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ABSTRACT: The conserved catalytic core of the Tetrahymena
group I ribozyme is encircled by peripheral elements. We have
conducted a detailed structure−function study of the five longrange tertiary contacts that fasten these distal elements together.
Mutational ablation of each of the tertiary contacts destabilizes
the folded ribozyme, indicating a role of the peripheral elements
in overall stability. Once folded, three of the five tertiary contact
mutants exhibit defects in overall catalysis that range from 20- to
100-fold. These and the subsequent results indicate that the
structural ring of peripheral elements does not act as a unitary element; rather, individual connections have distinct roles as
further revealed by kinetic and thermodynamic dissection of the individual reaction steps. Ablation of P14 or the metal ion core/
metal ion core receptor (MC/MCR) destabilizes docking of the substrate-containing P1 helix into tertiary interactions with the
ribozyme’s conserved core. In contrast, ablation of the L9/P5 contact weakens binding of the guanosine nucleophile by slowing
its association, without affecting P1 docking. The P13 and tetraloop/tetraloop receptor (TL/TLR) mutations had little functional
effect and small, local structural changes, as revealed by hydroxyl radical footprinting, whereas the P14, MC/MCR, and L9/P5
mutants show structural changes distal from the mutation site. These changes extended into regions of the catalytic core involved
in docking or guanosine binding. Thus, distinct allosteric pathways couple the long-range tertiary contacts to functional sites
within the conserved core. This modular functional specialization may represent a fundamental strategy in RNA structure−
function interrelationships.

F

as the substrate-binding pocket;19 and the activity of a catalytic
antibody was increased by 100-fold by changing only non-active
site residues.18 More broadly, non-active site residues allow
allosteric coupling between distal sites and the active site,
suggesting that long-range interactions can affect function
within the active site.8,20,21
The catalytic contributions of non-active site regions in RNA
have been less studied, but structural differences between
proteins and RNA suggest that RNA may use non-active site
regions in catalysis in a manner different from that of proteins.
Protein structure appears to be dominated by the formation of
a packed hydrophobic core that is bolstered by networks of
hydrogen bonding interspersed throughout the structure. 22
RNA lacks fully hydrophobic side chains and the side chain
diversity of proteins so that packing cannot be as dense and
extensive.2 RNA may therefore require different means of
folding and adopting highly specific, functional conformations.
Visual inspection of the secondary structures of RNA structure
reveals rigid helical elements connected by loops and junctions,
often in complex topologies.23 Functional sites are often
constructed from loops and junctions at the confluence of

undamental chemical and physical principles of biological
catalysis have been revealed and reinforced through
comparisons of RNA and protein active sites.1,2 RNA and
proteins share active site catalytic strategies, including electrostatic stabilization, facilitation of proton transfer, and positioning of reacting and catalytic groups. These active sites exist
within overall structures composed of either RNA or protein,
but for RNA in particular, there is limited information about
how aspects of the broader structure impact the active site.
Several investigations of regions surrounding the active sites
of proteins suggest that mutations of most non-active site
regions have modest or negligible functional effects.3−10 For
example, 55% of the amino acids in the 164-residue T4
lysozyme and 59% of the amino acids in the 329-residue lac
repressor could be mutated to produce functional proteins with
activities that were within 30- and 10-fold, respectively, of the
wild-type activities.3,4 Nevertheless, non-active site regions
within a folded protein have been shown to modulate substrate
specificity or reactivity in several cases.11−19 For example,
changing the substrate specificity of trypsin to that of
chymotrypsin required mutation of non-active site loop regions
in addition to mutations in the substrate recognition pocket;12
the promiscuous activities of serum paraoxonase were increased
∼100-fold over those of the wild type by mutation of two to
four residues located in non-active site loops and helices as well
© 2011 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Tetrahymena group I ribozyme with its five long-range tertiary contacts highlighted. (A) Secondary structure of the ribozyme. Labels P, L,
and J refer to base-paired regions, loop regions, and junction regions, respectively. 43 The five long-range tertiary contacts are indicated by arrows and
labeled by their common names or abbreviations of these names (MC/MCR, metal core/metal core receptor; TL/TLR, tetraloop/tetraloop
receptor).40,44−47 Mutations made to disrupt the long-range tertiary contacts are depicted next to the colored regions, which correspond to the
residues that were replaced. For cases in which the tertiary contact is not named by its components, the names of the components that were mutated
are shown in parentheses below the contact name (e.g., L2/L5c for the P14 contact and A-rich bulge for the MC/MCR contact). 39,40 In the case of
the P13, P14, and TL/TLR tertiary contacts, each side of the tertiary contact was mutated separately, and each side was monitored separately for
structural and functional effects. The P1 duplex contains the oligonucleotide substrate (indicated by lowercase letters) and is colored red. A black
arrow denotes the cleavage site, which corresponds to the 5′-splice site in the normal self-splicing reaction. During the course of the reaction, the P1
duplex forms tertiary interactions with the core of the ribozyme, and regions known to be involved in these interactions are shown in red
boxes.38,48−50 Regions boxed in gray are proposed to be involved in stacking interactions with guanosine nucleophile. 24 G264 directly hydrogen
bonds to the guanosine nucleophile and is bold. (B) Three-dimensional phylogenetic model of the ribozyme 40 with and without the conserved
catalytic core to highlight the connections between the peripheral elements. Peripheral elements are colored light gray and encircle the dark gray
core; highlighted in color are the residues that make long-range tertiary contacts between the peripheral elements as defined by the phylogenetic
model, mutational analysis, and an X-ray crystal structure of a truncated form of this ribozyme. 24,40 In panels A and B and in subsequent figures, the
long-range tertiary contacts are color-coded and color-coordinated as follows: P13 (L2.1 in dark green, L9.1 in pale green), P14 (L2 in brown, L5c in
tan), MC/MCR (blue), TL/TLR (L5b in red-orange, J6a/b in light orange), and L9/P5 (purple).

multiple helical elements within these complex topologies.24−29
These helices, in turn, appear to be positioned by tertiary
interactions that are often long-range, bringing together helices
that are distal in secondary structure. 30−37 These few
punctuated regions of tertiary contact in RNA contrast starkly
with the many regions of contact within the tightly packed
cores of folded proteins. The subject of this study is the

interplay between the aforementioned long-range tertiary
interactions and the RNA functional core.
The Tetrahymena group I ribozyme is a powerful system for
studying RNA catalysis.38 Phylogenetic and X-ray crystallographic data provide a structural view of this group I intron that
can guide functional studies.24−27,39−41 The ribozyme is
composed of a catalytic core, conserved in the ∼3000 known
group I introns,42 which consists of two helically stacked
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Table 1. Oligonucleotide Substrates Used in This Worka
residue
abbreviation
rSA5
−1r,dSA5
−3m,−1d,rSA5
−1d,rSA5
−1d,rSA
−5U,−1d,rSA
−1d,rP
−3m,−1d,rP
rP
a

−6
C
dC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

−5
C
dC
C
C
C
U
C
C
C

−4
C
dC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

−3
U
dU
mU
U
U
U
U
mU
U

−2

−1

C
dC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

U
U
dU
dU
dU
dU
dU
dU
U

1

2

3

4

5

A
dA
A
A
A
A

A
dA
A
A

A
dA
A
A

A
dA
A
A

A
dA
A
A

Uppercase letters represent RNA bases; m represents a 2′-methoxy moiety; and d represents a 2′-deoxy substitution.

regions [P5−P4−P6 and P3−P7 (Figure 1A)] that interact
directly with the substrates.38 The conserved core is encircled
by peripheral regions, which contain five long-range tertiary
contacts (Figure 1B). These peripheral regions are conserved
among a subset of the 1C1 group I introns, the subclass to
which the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme belongs.42
These long-range tertiary contacts in the Tetrahymena group
I ribozyme could contribute to the stability of the folded
molecule, to the fine-tuning of the catalytic conformation of the
folded RNA, or to both. To study the contributions of the five
long-range tertiary interactions to stability and catalysis, we
created mutants of the individual long-range tertiary contacts
within the ribozyme. The results reveal effects on overall
stability and idiosyncratic effects of the individual tertiary
connections on distinct functional steps that arise via allostericlike communication between the RNA’s periphery and its
functional core.

■

otherwise specified, reactions were conducted in 50 mM NaMOPS (pH 6.9) and 10 mM MgCl2 at 30 °C, conditions under
which the WT and mutant ribozymes are essentially fully folded
(Figure 4 below). Reaction mixtures containing 50 mM NaMOPS (pH 6.9) and 10 mM MgCl2 were preincubated at 50
°C for 30 min to renature the enzyme. Additional components
were then added at room temperature, and the mixture was
allowed to equilibrate for at least 5−10 min at the reaction
temperature before the addition of *S. At least six aliquots were
removed at specified times and quenched by 2−4 volumes of
50−100 mM Na-EDTA (pH 8) in 80−90% formamide with
0.02% xylene cyanol and 0.02% bromophenol blue. Radiolabeled oligonucleotide substrates and products were separated
by 20% polyacrylamide−7 M urea denaturing gel electrophoresis, and their ratios at each time point were quantified
using a PhosphorImager with ImageQuant (GE Healthcare).
Reactions were typically followed for three half-lives or up to 24
h for slower reactions at 30 °C, and longer at lower
temperatures. Slow reactions were fit by initial rates, assuming
the same end points as for reactions that did go to completion.
Time courses were fit to a first-order exponential decay and
with typical end points of 95−98% and R 2 values of
0.97−0.998.
Determination of Reactivity (kobs) over a Range of
Mg2+ Concentrations. The observed reactivity (kobs) over
various Mg2+ concentrations measures the (E·S)o + UCG → P
reaction (Scheme 1 below) at a single concentration of UCG.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Wild-type (WT) in vitro-transcribed Tetrahymena L-21 ScaI ribozyme was prepared as described previously.51
Ribozyme constructs containing long-range tertiary contact
variants were prepared from plasmid pT7L-2151 using the
QuikChange protocol (Stratagene) with oligonucleotide
primers from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA)
or the Protein and Nucleic Acid Facility at Stanford (Stanford,
CA) that encoded the desired changes. Full nucleotide
sequences for all ribozyme genes were confirmed by
sequencing. WT and mutant ribozymes were prepared by
runoff transcription with the appropriate plasmid and purified
on 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels. Oligonucleotide substrates
were purchased from Dharmacon Inc. (Lafayette, CO) and
Integrated DNA Technologies. Standard methods were used
for the 5′-32P end labeling of oligonucleotide substrates for
kinetic experiments, and these oligonucleotides were purified
on a nondenaturing gel prior to use.52 A nondenaturing gel was
used to ensure that the common components of a denaturing
gel, EDTA and urea, were not present in the purified
oligonucleotides and in subsequent kinetic experiments.
Oligonucleotides used without end labeling, UCG, rP, and
−1d,rP (Table 1), were purified by anion exchange highperformance liquid chromatography using a DNAPac PA-100
column (Dionex, Austin, TX) and desalted by Sep-Pak (Waters,
Milford, MA).
General Kinetic Methods. All cleavage reactions were
single turnover with ribozyme in excess over the 32P-labeled 5′splice site analogue (*S), which was present in trace amounts
(<3 nM), and were conducted like prior studies.53−55 Unless

Scheme 1

Oligonucleotide cleavage assays were conducted with E (500
nM) saturating with respect to trace 5′-labeled −1r,dSA5 (Table
1). A UCG concentration of 10 μM was used [(KdUCG)o = 35
μM for WT], and the mutants have similar or higher (KdUCG)o
values at 10 mM Mg2+ (Table 3 below). In addition, prior
studies reveal effects of <3-fold on binding of guanosine and
guanosine analogues to the WT ribozyme upon increasing
Mg2+ concentrations to up to 100 mM,35,56−58 and UCG was
8735
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assumed to be subsaturating across the range of Mg 2+
concentrations studied herein. Because of a faster guanosineindependent reaction for the L9/P5 mutant [0.004 min −1
compared to 0.001 min−1 for WT at 10 mM MgCl2 (Figure
S1 of the Supporting Information and data not shown)] and
the guanosine binding deficiency of the mutant [(KdUCG)o ≥ 250
μM (Table 3 below)], 250 μM UCG was used instead of 10
μM UCG for this mutant. The observation of slower reactions
for the WT and L9/P5 ribozymes when UCG was omitted
indicated that the observed reactions with UCG present are
dominated by the UCG-dependent reaction (Figure S1 of the
Supporting Information). To compare the reactivity of the L9/
P5 mutant at 250 μM UCG with that of WT at 10 μM UCG,
the rate of the L9/P5 mutant was scaled down by a factor of 25
L9
WT
to obtain the kobs
/kobs
ratio used in Figure 3B below.
S
P
Measurement of Docking Equilibria (Kdock
and Kdock
).
The equilibrium constants for P1 forming tertiary interactions
S
P
within the core of the ribozyme are termed Kdock
and Kdock
for
the oligonucleotide substrate (S) and product (P), respectively
[Scheme 1 below; Kdock = (E·S)c/(E·S)o]. Previous studies have
established that Kdock values can be determined from kinetic
measurements.55,57−62 This determination is possible using the
dissociation rate constants (koff) of S (or P) if the closed
complex can be significantly populated (i.e., if Kdock > 1).
To derive values of Kdock from dissociation rate constants, the
second-order rate constant for the association of S (or P) with
E, kon, is assumed to be the same for all of the substrates, the
stability of the open complex is assumed to be the same for all
of the substrates, and the first-order rate constant for the
docking of bound S (kdock) is assumed to be faster than (koff)o.
These assumptions are supported by the observations that the
association of the ribozyme with S involves only base pairing
interactions,59 which are the same for all the ribozymes used,
that kon is unaffected using a variety of substrates and
ribozymes,55,57 that the stability of the open complex is
unaffected for substrates with and without the 2′-methoxy
substitution used herein (Table 1),60 and that kdock is at least 2
orders of magnitude faster than (koff)o in the WT ribozyme.61
These assumptions lead to the Gibbs free energy diagrams
shown in panels A and B of Figure 2 for oligonucleotide species
that favor the closed and open complexes, respectively.
The difference in free energy between the (E·S)c ground
state and the rate-limiting transition state (⧧) is shown in
Figure 2A and eq 1, which show that ΔGdock may be obtained
⧧
⧧
from the difference between (ΔGoff
)c and (ΔGoff
)o. The free
energies shown in eq 1 can be obtained from rate and
equilibrium constants using the standard equations for these
interconversions: ΔG = −RT ln K, and ΔG ‡ = −RT ln [k1h/
(kT)], where R is the ideal gas constant, T is the temperature in
Kelvin, h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, K is an
equilibrium constant, and k1 is a rate constant. The relationship
between Kdock and the dissociation rate constants from the
open and closed complexes is given by eq 2, which can be
derived from eq 1.

Figure 2. Dissociation constants for the oligonucleotide substrate from
the open and closed complexes can be used to determine the
equilibrium constant for docking (Kdock). (A) Free energy diagram for
⧧
a closed complex substrate, which allows measurement of (ΔGoff
)c.
⧧
ΔGdock can be obtained from the difference between (ΔGoff )c and
⧧
⧧
⧧
(ΔGoff
)o [i.e., ΔGdock = (ΔGoff
)c − (ΔGoff
)o]. (B) Free energy diagram
⧧
for an open complex substrate, which allows measurement of (ΔGoff
)o.
The values of ΔG and the corresponding dissociation rate and
equilibrium constants can be interconverted via standard equations as
S
P
described in Measurement of Docking Equilibria Kdock
and Kdock
.

(koff)oS with −3m,−1d,rSA5 and (koff)cS with −1d,rSA5 (Table 1),
which predominantly bind the ribozyme in the open and closed
complexes, respectively.61 However, for cases in which a mutant
ribozyme docks more weakly than the WT ribozyme, an
oligonucleotide S that favors the closed complex in the WT
could predominantly or significantly populate the open
complex in the mutant. In this circumstance, a value of (koff)cS
S
cannot be obtained and S cannot be used to measure Kdock
.
With the mutants that dock weakly such that the (E·S) c
complex may not predominate, the oligonucleotide product (P)
can be used to measure docking because P docks more strongly
than S does such that the (E·P) c complex may be
P
S
populated.63,64 Kdock
is determined like Kdock
through measurement of the dissociation rate constants for −3m,−1d,rP and
−1d,rP (Table 3 below), which bind the WT ribozyme
predominantly in the open and closed complexes, respectively.63,64 The dissociation rates of −3m,−1d,rP are within
error for all of the mutants, consistent with simple duplex

(1)

(2)

Thus, if both (koff)o and (koff)c for S (or P) can be measured,
a value of Kdock may be obtained. This procedure is possible
using S for most of the mutants studied herein by measuring
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5′-32P-labeled −1d,rSA for (KdUCG)c (Table 1). A single A-tail
instead of an A5 tail was used for −1d,rSA because previous
studies have shown a destabilizing interaction between UCG
and the second A of the A5 tail when S analogues are in the
closed complex.68 Concentrations of UCG ranged from 0 to
250 μM, with at least six concentrations used to define each
binding curve. The measured values of (KdUCG)o and (KdUCG)c
for the WT ribozyme are within 3 and 60%, respectively, of
previous results.66
Inhibition of the ribozyme reaction was previously observed
at high GUCG concentrations.35 Consistent with these prior
results, a small amount of inhibition was observed with UCG
concentrations of 1−2 mM, where the binding curves are nearly
level (data not shown). This inhibition had a negligible effect at
the lower concentrations of UCG that were used to determine
the UCG binding curve; for example, for the WT ribozyme and
the closed complex substrate −1d,rSA, there was typically a
decrease of <20% in the observed reaction rate in the plateau
region over the range of 40−250 μM UCG (Figure S2A of the
Supporting Information). Because of this separation between
the UCG-dependent and inhibitory phases, the observed
inhibition at high UCG concentrations would be expected to
decrease the measured (KdUCG) by <40%. Most directly, the
UCG concentration dependencies for the WT and seven of
eight mutants were superimposable for binding to the open
complex and six of eight for binding to the closed complex,
strongly suggesting that binding of UCG is not affected by
these mutations and that inhibition by the concentrations of
UCG used herein is negligible (Figure S2 of the Supporting
Information). In principle, dissociation constants for the
mutants with weakened binding could underestimate the extent
of weakening, because of a larger inhibitory effect for these
mutants, but such an effect would not change any of our
conclusions.
The rate constant for dissociation of UCG from the
ribozyme is faster than the rate constant for the chemical
step with the substrates and conditions used herein;54,69
therefore, the affinity of UCG for the ribozyme can be obtained
by plotting the observed rate constant (kobs) for single-turnover
cleavage of *S as a function of UCG concentration and fitting it
to eq 3.

formation as expected for the open complex (Table 2 below).
In addition, the −3m,−1d,rP dissociation rates are slightly
faster than those of −3m,−1d,rSA5, as predicted for the loss of
3′-stacking from the A5 tail of −3m,−1d,rSA5.64,65 We therefore
used docking values obtained with the P analogues for the
mutants that did not clearly form the closed complex with S
S
(the P14 and MC/MCR mutants). To estimate values of Kdock
for the P14 and MC/MCR mutants, we assumed that these
mutants also destabilized S and P to the same extent, and we
determined docking values of the mutants for S by applying this
S
fold destabilization to the value of Kdock
for WT (shown in
parentheses in Table 3 below).
In the experiments used to determine Kdock from dissociation
rate constants, modifications −3m and −1d were used in the S
and P substrates to predominantly favor the open complex and
to slow the rate of the chemical step, respectively. The methoxy
substitution at the −3 position (see Table 1) destabilizes
docking while maintaining the same duplex stability as a ribose
at the site.60,61,64 The deoxy substitution at the −1 position
(Table 1) decreases the rate of the chemical step by ∼1000-fold
but does not affect docking interactions55 and is used to
decrease the rate of the guanosine-independent reaction of S
such that only a small amount of P (which dissociates slower
than S) is formed during the assay. The half-lives for the Gindependent reaction range from 40 h to 50 days for the WT
and mutant ribozymes except the L9/P5 mutant, which exhibits
a half-life of 2.3 h (data not shown).
Pulse-chase gel-shift assays were used to determine the
dissociation constants from the E·S complexes for the WT and
mutant ribozymes.59,66,67 Trace amounts of *S were bound to
saturating amounts of the ribozyme (10−50 nM) for 10 min,
sufficient for near-complete binding of *S, and a large excess of
unlabeled rP or −1d,rP chase (10−50-fold greater than the
ribozyme concentration) was added (Table 1). At specified
times, 2 μL aliquots were mixed with loading buffer and
carefully loaded onto a native gel that was running in THEM
buffer [33 mM Tris, 67 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA,
and 10 mM MgCl2] at a low power (15 W) and cooled to
approximately 7 °C with cooling coils. The loading buffer for
the aliquots consisted of 20% glycerol, 80% water, 0.02% xylene
cyanol, and 0.02% bromophenol blue. The fraction of
remaining E·*S complex after the chase was plotted versus
time. Control experiments verified full binding of *S prior to
the addition of chase and the efficiency of the chase in
preventing *S binding when the chase was added before *S.
The dissociation of S oligonucleotides was followed for 1.5−3
half-lives over the course of approximately 1 h, and the
dissociation of P oligonucleotides was followed for approximately 24 h, corresponding to one to three half-lives. All of the
time points for determination of the dissociation rate constants
of E·*S or E·*P for a single ribozyme were loaded onto the
same gel. The dissociation of (E·*P)c, which occurs more
slowly than the dissociation of (E·*S)c (see Table 2 below), was
followed by initiating the longer time point reactions earlier
than the shorter time point reactions to allow all of the time
points to be loaded onto a common gel.
Measurement of UCG Affinities [(KdUCG)o and (KdUCG)c].
The equilibrium constants for the dissociation of UCG from
the (E·S)o and (E·S)c complexes are termed (KdUCG)o and
(KdUCG)c, respectively. Oligonucleotide cleavage assays were
conducted with E (500 nM) at a saturating concentration with
respect to trace 5′-32P-labeled −1r,dSA5 for (KdUCG)o and with E
(50 nM) at a saturating concentration with respect to trace

(3)

(KdUCG)c

The value of
was obtained using the closed complex
substrate −1d,rSA for the P13, TL/TLR, and L9/P5 mutants,
S
which predominantly populate the closed complex (Kdock
≫ 1)
UCG
and allow a clean determination of (Kd )c. With both (KdUCG)c
and (KdUCG)o, the coupling constant between S docking and G
binding can be determined as described in eq 4. For the P14
S
and MC/MCR mutants, the values of Kdock
with the substrate
−1d,rSA are near 1 (Table 3 below), meaning that these
mutants react from a mixture of the open and closed complexes
with the −1d,rSA substrate. Observed affinities of UCG for
these mutants with bound −1d,rSA are therefore apparent
affinities, (KdUCG)capp.
The coupling constant, defined by eq 4, which was derived
from the thermodynamic cycle in Scheme 1, can also be
S′
S
determined from the ratio of Kdock
to Kdock
, and the value of
S′
Kdock can be determined using the measured values of
S
(KdUCG)capp, (KdUCG)o, and Kdock
, according to eq 5. Equation 5
was also derived from Scheme 1 and shows that the observed
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UCG affinity, (KdUCG)capp, is determined by the degree of
coupling [i.e., the ratio (KdUCG)o/(KdUCG)c] and is modulated by
how much of the enzyme is in the open versus the closed
complex when (KdUCG)capp is measured. Using the measured
values of (KdUCG)o and (KdUCG)capp and the estimated value of
S
Kdock
from Table S1 of the Supporting Information and Table 3
S′
below, we could solve for the value of Kdock
(eq 5) and then use
S
the ratio of this value to Kdock to obtain an estimate for the
coupling constant (eq 4). From this approach, the coupling
constants were determined to be 4−5 and 2 for the P14 and
MC/MCR mutants, respectively (Table S1 of the Supporting
Information and Table 3 below).

large docking deficiencies (the MC/MCR and P14 mutants
herein) because these ribozymes may be reacting from a ground
state consisting of a mixture of open and closed complexes.
These values are therefore reported as kcapp and are a lower limit
for the actual value of kc. Reported kc and kcapp values in Table 3
and Figure 5 below were obtained for the oligonucleotide
substrate −1d,rSA (Table 1) from the fits to the binding curves
for UCG extrapolated by ≤15% to saturating UCG (eq 3,
where kmax equals kc or kcapp).
For the mutants that dock significantly more weakly than the
WT (the MC/MCR and P14 mutants), the substrate −5U,−
1d,rSA was also used to measure rate constants. The reported
values in Table 3 below are extrapolations from the fits to the
binding curves for UCG using eq 3 as described above.
Measurement of the Association Rate Constant of
G
Guanosine (kon
). The association rate constant for guanosine
G
binding to the (E·S)c complex is termed kon
. For the WT
ribozyme, previous data have shown that G binding is ratelimiting for (kc/KM)cG above pH 7 using the substrate rSA5
(Table 1) at 4 and 30 °C.54 To measure the pH dependence of
(kc/KM)cG, the second-order rate constant for the (E·*S)c + G
→ products reaction, the following buffers were used: Na-MES
for pH 5.9−6.6, Na-MOPS for pH 6.9−7.6, Na-EPPS for pH
8.1−8.5, and Na-CHES for pH 9.1−9.5; previous control
experiments revealed no buffer specific effects under analogous
conditions.71 Values of (kc/KM)cG were determined with five
subsaturating concentrations of G [WT, 0−10 μM, (KdG)c = 92
μM; L9/P5 mutant, 50−300 μM, (KdG)c ≥ 600 μM], and with E
saturating (200 nM) with respect to trace amounts of *S
(rSA5). Increasing the concentration of E to 1 μM gave no
significant change in the observed values of (kc/KM)cG at low
and high pH values, suggesting that S is binding sufficiently fast
not to be rate-limiting under these conditions.55,59 End points
were 77−88%, rather than the end point of ∼95% observed at
higher temperatures, likely because of a small population of
inactive ribozyme that binds substrate tightly at 5 °C but does
not react.56
For the L9/P5 ribozyme, concentrations below 50 μM G
exhibited biexponential behavior, attributed to known complications from the G-independent reaction.59,72 Consequently,
concentrations of ≥50 μM G were used to determine the values
of (kc/KM)cG for the L9/P5 mutant. Reactions were conducted
at 5 °C because the faster G-independent reaction for the L9/
P5 mutant renders the L9/P5 mutant reactions too fast to
measure manually at 30 °C.
Rate constants were plotted against the concentration of G to
yield (kc/KM)cG from the slope. The G concentration of 0 μM
was not included in the linear fits of (kc/KM)cG for the L9/P5
mutant because it frequently deviated from the line presumably
because of the previously reported complications from the Gindependent reaction59,72 that were magnified for the L9/P5
mutant. Fits of (kc/KM)cG versus pH (eq 6) gave the apparent
pKa (pKaapp), the pH at which G binding becomes rate-limiting,
G
and the maximum second-order rate constant, (kc/KM)c,max
.

(4)

(5)

The weak docking with the P14 and MC/MCR mutants
S′
leads to considerable uncertainty in the value of Kdock
used in
the above estimate of the coupling constant. This uncertainty
could be eliminated if the closed complex could be
predominantly populated. We therefore turned to the substrate
−5U,−1d,rSA (Table 1), which docks ∼10-fold more tightly
than −1d,rSA to the WT ribozyme (ref 70 and unpublished
results of S. Solomatin and D. Herschlag) and is predicted to
strengthen docking in the P14 and MC/MCR mutants to
greater than 80% (Table S1 of the Supporting Information).
The stronger binding of UCG with bound −5U,−1d,rSA than
with the bound open complex substrate (−1r,dSA5) or bound
−1d,rSA (Table 3 below) for the P14 and MC/MCR mutants
indicates that there is coupling between UCG and −5U,−
1d,rSA (S−5U) and thus that the closed complex is significantly
populated with S−5U for each mutant. Furthermore, UCG
binding to the WT ribozyme using S−5U is the same as that for
−1d,rSA (abbreviated “S” for the rest of this section), providing
evidence that coupled binding to UCG is unaffected by the
change in substrate identity to S−5U.
The UCG binding affinities using S−5U were obtained from
oligonucleotide cleavage assays with −5U,−1d,rSA as a
function of UCG concentration using eq 3 with 3 μM E, as
the −5U,−1d,rSA substrate is >95% bound at 3 μM E by native
gel-shift assays for the WT, P14, and MC/MCR mutant
ribozymes (data not shown).
As noted above, we estimate that >80% of S−5U is in the
closed complex. We therefore used the measured value of
(KdUCG)capp with this substrate as a good estimate of the true
value of (KdUCG)c. The ratio of this value to that for UCG
binding to the open complex gives coupling constants of 4−6
and 3 for the P14 and MC/MCR mutants, respectively,
according to eq 4. These values are increased by ≤15% when
the small fraction of undocked S−5U is taken into account via eq
5 and are thus the same, within the uncertainty of these
measurements.
Measurement of the Rate of the Chemical Step (kc).
The first-order rate constant for the (E·*S·UCG)c → products
reaction, obtained with saturating UCG and E saturating with
respect to the trace −1d,rSA5 present, is termed kc, and prior
work strongly suggests that this reaction is limited by the
chemical step under the conditions used herein.55,66 The
measured value is an apparent rate constant for ribozymes with

(6)

As a control, the pH dependence of the (E·*S)c + G → P
reaction with −1d,rSA5 was measured at a subsaturating
concentration of G (10 μM for the WT ribozyme and 300
μM for the L9/P5 mutant) at 5 °C. Here, because a substrate
that reacts more slowly in the chemical step is used, G binding
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is not expected to become rate-limiting and the pH dependence
is no longer predicted to level off.55,66 Ribozyme (50 nM) was
saturating with respect to trace amounts of *S (−1d,rSA5). At 5
°C, these reactions were slow and were followed for 24−70 h.
During these long time-scale reactions, linear initial rates were
observed, indicating that there was no significant activity loss
over time. Reactions that did not approach completion after
this time were fit by initial rates. The pH dependence of the
observed rate constants was fit to eq 7, which accounts for the
deprotonation of the 3′-OH group of the G nucleophile as pH
increases. Over a range of pH values from 5.9 to 9.5, no
significant deviation from log linearity was seen until pH values
of ≥9 were approached (Figure 6B below), consistent with
alkaline denaturation of the ribozyme.71 The R 2 values for the
fits were 0.985 for the WT ribozyme and 0.995 for the L9/P5
mutant. To demonstrate that the measured G-dependent rate
was significantly above the G-independent rate, which is
increased in the L9/P5 mutant, reaction rates in the absence of
G were obtained from pH 5.9 to 9.5 (Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information).

Because the MC/MCR mutant and L2 side of the P14
mutation are compromised in coupling by estimated amounts
of 3- and 4-fold, respectively (Table 3 below), we used a value
of 1 for their coupling in eq 4. Because the L5c side of the P14
mutation is compromised in coupling by 2-fold, we used a
coupling value of 1.5 for its coupling in eq 4 because 1.5 is half
of 3, the total coupling in the k2overall reaction. Small errors in
these values are possible but would not significantly affect the
overall trends observed in Figure 7 or our conclusions.
Hydroxyl Radical Footprinting with Fe(II)-EDTA. The
ribozyme was 32P-labeled at the 5′- or 3′-end using published
protocols,73,74 purified by 8% (w/v) denaturing polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis, and eluted by being soaked overnight at 4
°C in water. For the Mg2+ titration experiments (Figure 4
below), each construct was buffer-exchanged into water by gel
filtration in P30 Microspin columns (Bio-Rad). Each ribozyme
was incubated with 100 mM KCl, 10 mM K-MOPS (pH 7.0),
and varying concentrations of MgCl2 at 50 °C for 30 min prior
to initiation of the footprinting reactions. For the residue-byresidue comparisons of the folded structures for WT and the
mutant ribozymes (Figure 8), each construct was exchanged
into 10 mM Na-MOPS (pH 6.9) using a microconcentrator
(Millipore). Each ribozyme was preincubated in 50 mM NaMOPS (pH 6.9) and 10 mM MgCl2 at 50 °C for 30 min to
renature, or fold, the enzyme. The Mg2+ titrations and residueby-residue comparisons of the folded ribozymes differ with
respect to monovalent ion concentration (110 mM K+ for the
Mg2+ titrations vs 20 mM Na+ that is in the 50 mM Na-MOPS
buffer for the residue-by-residue comparisons). Comparisons of
the WT Mg1/2 values from our Mg2+ titrations with literature
Mg1/2 values obtained at lower monovalent ion concentrations
(1−10 mM Na+) indicate that Mg1/2 values do not increase
with a decrease in the monovalent salt concentration to 20 mM
Na+75,76 and provide evidence that the ribozymes in our
residue-by-residue comparisons are essentially fully folded in 20
mM Na+.
The footprinting reactions were started by the addition of the
freshly prepared footprinting reagent to the folded ribozyme.
The final concentrations of the footprinting reagent in the
footprinting reaction were as follows: 100 μM Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2, 125 μM Na-EDTA, and 10 mM sodium
ascorbate. Reactions were allowed to proceed for 60 min (the
Mg2+ titration experiments) or 45 min (the folded structural
comparisons) at 25 °C and were then quenched by the addition
of a half-volume of 100 mM thiourea in formamide. Cleavage
products, a control sample that was untreated with footprinting
reagent, and a control sample cleaved by ribonuclease T1 were
separated by 8% denaturing polyacrylamide (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) gel electrophoresis with different running
times (typically, 2 and 4 h at 55 W for 29.8 cm × 40.6 cm gel
plates) to resolve different regions of the RNA for both the 5′and 3′-end-labeled RNA, imaged using storage phosphor
screens and a PhosphorImager, and quantified using the
single-band fitting program SAFA.77
For the Mg2+ titrations, the 5′- and 3′-ends of each ribozyme
were 32P-labeled, and a total of four gels were run for each set
of titration curves for each mutant (two gels with the 5′-endlabeled ribozyme and two gels with 3′-end-labeled ribozyme).
Each gel contained a single Mg2+ titration (one gel lane per
Mg2+ concentration) over which the residues on that gel were
compared and normalized. To account for slight loading
differences in the amount of radioactivity loaded per lane in the
gel, each lane was normalized to so-called invariant residues, as

(7)

(k2overall).

Measurement of the Overall Reaction Rate
The overall reaction rate monitors UCG binding, S docking,
and the chemical step and is termed k2overall (eqs 10−13 below).
The values of k2overall were obtained under the conditions
described for measuring (KdUCG)o in Measurement of UCG
Affinities [(KdUCG)c and (KdUCG)c] using the substrate −1r,dSA5.
Briefly, the value of k2overall was determined by following the
(E·S)o + UCG → P reaction with varied UCG concentrations
(0−10 and 0−25 μM UCG in repeat experiments, 10−150 μM
for the L9/P5 mutant) and obtaining k2overall from the linear fit
for the initial slope of this dependence.
The overall reaction rate monitors UCG binding, S docking,
and the chemical step so that they can be compared to the
individual measurements of UCG binding, S docking, and the
chemical step, with all of these values evaluated relative to WT,
according to eqs 10−13 below. For all of the mutants except
the MC/MCR and P14 mutants, the individual rate and
equilibrium constants relative to WT (Table S2 of the
Supporting Information) used to determine the product of
the individual rate and equilibrium constants (eq 13 below)
S
were those from eq 11 below, Kdock
, (KdUCG)c, and kc, and were
directly measured herein. For the MC/MCR and P14 mutants,
the value of (KdUCG)c was a limit, and the products of the
individual rate and equilibrium constants were determined from
S′
S′
those in eq 12 below: (KdUCG)o, Kdock
, and kc [where Kdock
=
S
Kdock × coupling constant (eq 4)]. The overall reaction rate
(k2overall) was determined with the substrate −1r,dSA5, whereas
some of the individual reaction steps were measured with
substrates having a 3′-tail of a single A. The additional residues
in the 3′-A5 tail have a small inhibitory effect on coupling of ∼4fold, giving a coupling constant of ∼3 instead of the 12-fold
coupling that is observed herein using the individual rate
constants (eq 4 and Table 3 below).58 To compare the overall
reaction rate and the individual rate constants, it was necessary
to reduce the 12-fold coupling that was measured with the
individual rate constants to the 3-fold coupling observed in
k2overall. For example, a total loss of coupling or any loss of
coupling greater than 3-fold, as measured by the individual rate
constants, reflects an effect on k2overall of 3-fold, not 12-fold.
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previously described.78 To determine the fraction of a certain
region that is folded at each Mg2+ concentration, residues that
became protected upon the transition from unfolded to folded
were monitored at each Mg2+ concentration for each tertiary
contact and for the catalytic core. Each structural region
monitored for folding was comprised of a set of multiple
residues that are noted in Table S3 of the Supporting
Information.79 The folding of each residue was normalized
between unfolded (an arbitrary value of 0) and folded (an
arbitrary value of 1). The values between 0 and 1 represent the
fraction folded for each set of residues at a single Mg 2+
concentration. Each set of residues for a specific tertiary
contact or for the catalytic core was averaged together to give a
single number representing the fraction folded for that region.
These averaged values for each region were plotted versus Mg 2+
concentration and fit with an empirical Hill equation.80,81
For the comparisons of folded structure, seven of eight
mutant ribozymes were independently labeled with 32P twice
on both the 5′- and 3′-ends and footprinted. The TL/TLR
mutants were radiolabeled once on the 5′-end, and the L5b
mutant and J6a/b mutant were labeled twice and once on the
3′-ends, respectively. These mutants were functionally and
structurally similar to WT, so further radiolabeling and
footprinting were deemed unnecessary.
To obtain a single set of footprinting data for a 5′- or 3′-endlabeled RNA, a set of two gels (a 2 h gel and a 4 h gel) were
run; the analysis of these gels is described briefly below, and a
detailed sample is given in the Supporting Information in
Analysis of Hydroxyl Radical Footprinting Data for the Folded
WT versus Mutant Ribozymes. The analysis described below
was somewhat ad hoc, as there is no rigorous statistical model
for fully accounting for all of the uncertainties in these
footprinting data. We therefore aimed to err on the side of
ensuring that the determined structural differences between the
mutant and WT ribozymes are real. Typically, each set of gels
contained three to five footprinting reactions for three different
RNAs (WT and two tertiary contact mutants). For a single
RNA, the SAFA output at each nucleotide (the area under the
curve in a plot of arbitrary counts vs nucleotide number) for
each of the three to five footprinting reactions was normalized
between −1 and 1 to the average of the three largest and three
smallest values of the SAFA output for each reaction, termed
max and min values, respectively (eq 8, where A represents the
curve area). For a given gel, the largest and smallest values of
the SAFA output were very similar in magnitude, suggesting
that the mutations did not significantly affect the solvent
exposure of the majority of the residues (see Figure S5 of the
Supporting Information). If bands (or entire lanes) displayed
abnormally large values in the SAFA output, they were not used
in the normalization or subsequent analysis. Subsequent to
normalization, the three to five footprinting reactions for the
single RNA were averaged, and these averages for the mutant
were compared to the WT average (each with standard
deviations). Solver (Frontline Systems), which runs within
Microsoft Excel, was used to minimize the square of the
differences among the three to five footprinting traces for a
given RNA and also the differences between the averaged traces
for the mutant and WT ribozymes. For a single gel, the average
footprint for the mutant was subtracted from the average
footprint for the WT, and the errors for this difference were
propagated. To combine comparisons from multiple gels, these
differences from each gel were averaged together, and the errors
for these averages were propagated. To determine which

residues exhibited solvent exposure different from that of the
WT, cutoffs that take into account the size of the effect, the
number of residues affected, and the error associated with those
measurements were applied as described in the Supporting
Information (Analysis of Hydroxyl Radical Footprinting Data
for the Folded WT versus Mutant Ribozymes).

(8)

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Do Long-Range Tertiary Contacts Simply Stabilize a
Folded and Active Form of the Ribozyme? RNA stability
is generally a function of Mg2+ concentration.75,81,82 For
ribozymes with deleted peripheral regions or other potentially
destabilizing mutations, there are numerous examples of
increased Mg2+ concentrations providing a qualitative “rescue”
of activity.40,83−93 Destabilization caused by long-range tertiary
contact mutations might be rescued to WT levels with
additional Mg2+ to stabilize the folded state. On the other
hand, long-range tertiary contacts might help the ribozyme
maintain an active fold over alternate folds that are less active;
in this case, the long-range contacts may have catalytic roles in
substrate binding and positioning and/or transition state
stabilization that additional Mg2+ cannot rescue.
To test if the role of long-range tertiary contacts is to stabilize
the functional, folded ribozyme over alternatively folded forms,
the reactivities of the ribozymes in which one of five long-range
tertiary contacts were ablated (Figure 1) were determined over
a range of Mg2+ concentrations (Figure 3A). Activities for
several of the mutants remained lower than the activity of the
wild-type (WT) ribozyme even at the highest Mg 2+
concentrations (Figure 3B), suggesting that decreased folding
stability cannot account for the full effect of these mutations.
To further and more directly test whether some or all of the
rate effects arose from incomplete folding, we conducted
structure mapping studies for each of the mutant ribozymes.
Hydroxyl radical protection patterns were monitored as a
function of Mg2+ concentration, analogous to previous studies
of this ribozyme and of other RNAs.75,76,80,94−98 Formation of
the catalytic core, as assessed by the average hydroxyl radical
protection of multiple residues over a range of Mg 2+
concentrations (Table S3 of the Supporting Information),
required higher concentrations of Mg2+ for the mutant
ribozymes (Figure 4A), but the same level of protection was
attained for the mutants at saturating Mg2+ levels (data not
shown; see also Figure S5 of the Supporting Information).
Thus, one biological role of these long-range tertiary
interactions is likely stabilization of the folded RNA, allowing
it to fold under physiological conditions of ∼0.5−1 mM free
Mg2+.99 Nevertheless, the Mg1/2 values (Figure 4), the Mg2+
concentrations at which each region of RNA is half-folded, and
folding curves (not shown) indicate that the mutant ribozymes
are essentially fully folded by ∼4−10 mM Mg2+, yet rate effects
remain for several of the mutants at still higher Mg 2+
concentrations (Figure 3B). Thus, the data strongly support
additional functional roles of the long-range tertiary contacts in
restricting the folded RNA to its most active conformation(s).
An initial model, suggested solely by structural inspection, is
that the ring of peripheral elements that surrounds the
conserved catalytic core (Figure 1B) acts as a cooperative
unit, enforcing the active core conformation. This model
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which we describe in Structural Insights into Functional Effects
of the Peripheral Mutations.
Individual Long-Range Tertiary Contacts Influence
Distinct Reaction Steps. The reaction catalyzed by the
Tetrahymena group I ribozyme mimics the first phosphoryl
transfer reaction of group I intron self-splicing in which
CCCUCUpA5, the oligonucleotide substrate (S), transfers its
3′-pA5 tail to the guanosine (GOH) nucleophile to yield the
products GpA and CCCUCUOH (P) (eq 9).38,100 Scheme 1
shows the individual steps of the reaction for the guanosine
analogue UCG, which has nucleotides 5′ to G that base pair and
allow it bind more tightly than guanosine itself.68,101 Both
substrates, S (Table 1) and G, bind in multiple steps. S forms a
duplex (P1) with the ribozyme by base pairing,59 forming the
“open complex” (subscript o in Scheme 1). P1 then docks,
forming tertiary interactions with the core of the ribozyme to
give the “closed complex” (subscript c in Scheme 1).102,103
Only one step is shown for G binding because the steps of G
binding have not been dissected to the level of individual rate
constants. S and G can bind in either order to form the E·S·G
ternary complex, and their binding is coupled such that G binds
more strongly when S is docked and visa versa.69 The chemical
step occurs from the ternary complex following deprotonation
of the 3′-OH group of G (not shown) that attacks S to form the
products.38,66
(9)
Figure 3. Mg2+ does not fully rescue the catalytic activity of the longrange tertiary contact mutants. (A) Values of kobs for the (E·S)o +
UCG → P reaction at 10 μM UCG (250 μM UCG for the L9/P5
mutant) over a range of Mg2+ concentrations (S = −1r,dSA5). Activity
of the MC/MCR mutant represents an upper limit for the rate at 4
mM MgCl2 as denoted by the blue arrow and is calculated from the
observation of <2% substrate cleavage over 24 h. (B) Rate constants of
the reaction relative to the WT ribozyme at each Mg 2+ concentration.
The relative rate constant for the L9/P5 mutation is relative to the WT
reaction at 10 μM UCG, which has been corrected to account for the
different concentrations of UCG used in each reaction (see
Determination of the Reactivity (k obs) over a Range of Mg 2+
Concentrations in Materials and Methods). Colors are as in Figure
1: WT (black), P13 mutants (L2.1 in dark green, L9.1 in pale green),
P14 mutants (L2 in brown, L5c in tan), MC/MCR mutant (blue),
TL/TLR mutants (L5b in red-orange, J6a/b in light orange), and L9/
P5 mutant (purple). Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 50 mM Na-MOPS
(pH 6.9).

Rate and equilibrium constants for the mutants were
obtained using methods previously established for the WT
ribozyme;54,58,59,66 conditions and details are described in
Materials and Methods. Briefly, reactions were single-turnover
reactions with the ribozyme in excess over radiolabeled Sa (*S).
Reactions used to measure the binding of G and the guanosine
analogue UCG, a trinucleotide that binds more tightly than
guanosine itself,68,101 were conducted under conditions in
which equilibration is rapid relative to the subsequent chemical
reaction, unless specifically noted otherwise.69 Dissociation rate
constants for oligonucleotides S and P were measured using
pulse-chase native gel binding assays.66,67 All equilibrium and
rate constants were measured in parallel with those for the WT
enzyme to most accurately reveal the kinetic and thermodynamic parameters that are affected by the mutations.
The MC/MCR and P14 Mutations Affect K dock. The
docking of S was measured to determine whether the tertiary
interactions between P1 and the ribozyme’s core were
compromised by mutation of the long-range tertiary contacts
(Scheme 1). The docking step was isolated by comparing the
dissociation rate constants of two S oligonucleotides with and
without a 2′-methoxy substitution at the −3 position, −3m,−
1d,rSA5 and −1d,rSA5, which favor the open and closed
complexes, respectively. Briefly, as depicted in Figure 2 and
described in Materials and Methods [see Measurement of
S
P
Docking Equilibria (Kdock
and Kdock
)], ΔGdock can be obtained
⧧
⧧
from the difference between (ΔGoff
)c and (ΔGoff
)o (eq 1) so
S
that Kdock can be obtained by comparing dissociation rate
constants of a substrate that predominantly populates the
closed complex and one that predominantly populates the open
complex (eq 2). The 2′-methoxy substitution at the −3 position
destabilizes docking by ∼200-fold without affecting the simple
duplex stability and thus allows us to probe the stability of the
open complex,61,104 and in the WT ribozyme, −1d,rSA5
predominantly populates the closed complex.61 None of the

predicts that ablation of any of the long-range tertiary contacts
would have the same effect on reactivity. The results in Figure 3
provide strong evidence against this model. Whereas the
ablation of the same contact via mutation at either interface of
the tertiary contact has the same effects, within our
experimental error of 2-fold, mutations of the different tertiary
contacts give a much larger range of effects (Figure 3 and Table
3; Figure 7 below).
To improve our understanding of the differential effects from
ablation of the different long-range tertiary contacts, we
dissected these overall effects in terms of individual reaction
steps. This effort was guided by the well-established kinetic and
thermodynamic framework for the WT ribozyme (Scheme 1
below).38 Furthermore, to assess the structural differences
between the long-range tertiary contact mutants and the WT
ribozyme, we compared hydroxyl radical footprinting protections for the folded WT and mutant ribozymes, the results of
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Figure 4. Mg1/2 values for folding of the catalytic core and long-range tertiary contacts shift upon the mutation of a long-range tertiary contact. (A−
F) Plot labels refer to the region of the ribozyme being monitored for folding over a range of Mg 2+ concentrations (Table S3 of the Supporting
Information). The x-axis labels represent the long-range tertiary contact mutated. Colors are as described in the legend of Figure 1: WT (black), P14
(brown), P13 (green), MC/MCR (blue), TL/TLR (orange), and L9/P5 (purple). The black dashed line represents the Mg 1/2 value measured for
the WT ribozyme, and the colored × represents mutation of the contact being queried for folding. Hydroxyl radical footprinting conditions: 100 mM
KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM K-MOPS (pH 7).

Table 2. Dissociation Rate Constants Used To Determine Kdocka

WT

(koff)cS,app (min−1)b
−1d,rSA5

(koff)oS (min−1)
−3m,−1d,rSA5

(koff)cP (×10−3 min−1)
−1d,rP

(koff)oP (min−1)
−3m,−1d,rP

0.019 ± 0.004

0.19 ± 0.03

0.67 ± 0.18

0.40 ± 0.05

P14

L2
L5c

0.15 ± 0.07
0.12 ± 0.05

0.25 ± 0.04
0.23 ± 0.09

3.64 ± 0.64
2.93 ± 0.44

0.66
0.61

P13

L2.1
L9.1

0.029 ± 0.003
0.029 ± 0.001

0.24 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.04

1.1
1.2

0.48
0.59

0.31 ± 0.03

0.25 ± 0.18

0.013 ± 0.003
0.019 ± 0.004

0.19 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.02

0.38
0.47

0.27
0.30

0.025 ± 0.001

0.25 ± 0.08

1.38 ± 0.36

0.30

MC/MCR
TL/TLR
L9/P5

L5b
J6a/b

13.7 ± 0.9

0.45

a

Errors are standard deviations of two or more measurements. If errors are not displayed, values served as controls and were measured in a single
experiment. Values in bold are ≥4-fold different from the WT value. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Na-MOPS (pH 6.9).
b
Values for the P14 and MC/MCR mutants are apparent because these mutants significantly populate the open complex with −1d,rSA5.

mutations significantly affect the dissociation rate constant of
−3m,−1d,rSA5 [(koff)oS (Table 2)], suggesting, as expected, that
the mutations do not affect the stability of the open complex.
To determine whether the mutations affect the stability of
the docked complex, we measured (koff)cS for −1d,rSA5, the
oligonucleotide that favors the docked, closed state over the

open complex by ∼10−30-fold when bound to the WT
ribozyme.58,61,64 Several of the mutants gave (koff)cS values
indistinguishable from the WT value, strongly suggesting that
ablation of the P13, TL/TLR, or L9/P5 long-range tertiary
S
contact does not affect docking [(koff)cS (Table 2); Kdock
(Figure
5A and Table 3)]. In contrast, the mutants ablating the MC/
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L9/P5

L5b
J6a/b
TL/TLR

MC/MCR

P13

L2
L5c
L2.1
L9.1
P14

Mutants are labeled as in Figure 1. Errors represent standard deviations of two or more measurements unless otherwise noted; if a measurement is not reported with an error, the measurement was taken
only once or is a limit, as noted. All values were determined as described in Materials and Methods. Values in bold ≥4-fold different from the WT value. Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM
Na-MOPS (pH 6.9). bErrors shown for UCG binding curves that are marked with asterisks are errors from the curve fit; the binding curve itself was generated once. cCoupling constants determined from
the (KdUCG)o/(KdUCG)c ratio can be used to determine cooperative binding, or coupling, between the two substrates (eq 4; see Measurement of UCG Affinities [(K dUCG)o and (KdUCG)c]). For the P14 and
MC/MCR mutants, the coupling constants were determined differently, using eq 4, as described in Measurement of UCG Affinities [(K dUCG)o and (KdUCG)c]. dNumbers in parentheses for the P14 and
S
S
MC/MCR mutants are estimates of Kdock
based on the assumption that the mutations destabilize docking of S and P to the same extent as described in Measurement of Docking Equilibria (K dock
and
P
Kdock
).

12 ± 4
4
6
−
−
3
−
−
−

−5U,−1d,rSA
−1d,rSA

11 ± 4
4
5
7.2
10
2
11
7.8
≥7
3.0 ± 0.2
≤6.1 ± 1.0*
≤5 ± 1*
−
−
≤22 ± 1*
−
−
−

−5U,−1d,rSA
−1d,rSA

3.0 ± 0.7
≤9 ± 1*
≤8.1 ± 0.6*
10 ± 2*
7 ± 1*
≤39 ± 2
4 ± 1*
4.1 ± 0.6*
35 ± 17
35 ± 10
25 ± 5
30 ± 1
69 ± 8
71 ± 22*
50 ± 5
49 ± 7
32 ± 7*
≥250

−1r,dSA5

12 ± 2
0.65 ± 0.07
0.67 ± 0.08
3.3 ± 0.1
3.6 ± 0.3
0.18 ± 0.01
24 ± 5
27 ± 8
0.34 ± 0.04

−1r,dSA5

MCR and P14 long-range tertiary interactions gave increased
values of (koff)cS, indicating that these mutations destabilize the
S
docked complex [(koff)cS (Table 2); Kdock
(Figure 5A and Table
3)]. The values of (koff)cS for the MC/MCR and P14 mutants
are within error of the (koff)oS values for these mutants,
suggesting that a significant population of each mutant is in the
open complex with the −1d,rSA5 oligonucleotide and that an
accurate value of (koff)cS cannot be obtained [see Measurement
S
P
of Docking Equilibria (Kdock
and Kdock
) in Materials and
Methods]. Thus, the measured values for (koff)cS with the MC/
MCR and the P14 mutants are apparent values and define
S
upper limits for the true values [(koff)cS (Table 2); Kdock
(Figure
5A and Table 3)].
To obtain docking values for the MC/MCR and P14
mutants, we turned to oligonucleotides that dock more
strongly, as described in Materials and Methods [see MeasureS
P
ment of Docking Equilibria (Kdock
and Kdock
)]. Experiments
analogous to those described above for S were performed using
product oligonucleotides (−3m,−1d,rP and −1d,rP), as −1d,rP
exhibits 20−60-fold greater tertiary stabilization in the closed
complex than S does.64 In agreement with values of (koff)cS, the
P13, TL/TLR, and L9/P5 mutants have values of (koff)cP that
are the same as that of the WT, indicating that these mutations
P
do not affect docking [(koff)cP (Table 2); Kdock
(Table 3)]. For
the MC/MCR and P14 mutants, the dissociation rate constants
for −1d,rP were smaller than those for −3m,−1d,rP, suggesting
that −1d,rP allows both mutants to access the docked, closed
state and, thus, allows docking differences from WT to be
measured. The values of (koff)cP suggest that the docked
complex is destabilized by 20- and 5-fold for the MC/MCR and
P
P14 mutants, respectively [(koff)cP (Table 2); Kdock
(Figure 5B
S
and Table 3)]. To estimate values of Kdock for the P14 and
MC/MCR mutants, we assumed that these mutants also
destabilized docking of S and P to the same extent so that
P,WT
P,Mut
S,WT
S,Mut
Kdock
/Kdock
equals Kdock
/Kdock
, and we determined docking
values for the mutants with S by applying this fold
S
destabilization to the value of Kdock
for WT (shown in
parentheses in Table 3).
The L9/P5 Mutant Weakens Guanosine Binding. The
equilibrium dissociation constant for the binding of guanosine
analogue UCG to the open complex, (KdUCG)o, was measured
by following the dependence of the cleavage of an open
complex substrate on UCG concentration. The nucleotides 5′
to the guanosine of the trinucleotide UCG pair with
nucleotides G313 and A314 of the ribozyme to form a 2 bp
helix P9.0 (Figure 1).68,105 P9.0 allows UCG to bind more
tightly to the ribozyme than G,68,101 and this tighter binding,
given the limited solubility of G, allows a more accurate
determination of guanosine affinities. The values of (KdUCG)o for
the P14, MC/MCR, and TL/TLR mutants were within 2-fold
of that of the WT; the P13 mutant exhibited slightly weaker
UCG binding, by ∼2-fold [(KdUCG)o (Figure 5C and Table 3)].
For the L9/P5 mutant, UCG binding was weaker by ≥7-fold
[(KdUCG)o (Figure 5C and Table 3)]; only a limit could be
obtained because of inhibition at high concentrations of UCG
(see Materials and Methods). Thus, only one of the five longrange tertiary contacts affects binding to the guanosine site by
more than 2-fold (see also Slower Binding Causes the
Weakened Guanosine Affinity of the L9/P5 Mutant), and
this contact is different from the two contacts that affect
docking.
Coupling between S and G Is Weakened by Ablation of
P14 or MC/MCR. In the WT ribozyme, guanosine binds 4−10-

a

−5U,−1d,rSA

0.142 ± 0.006
≥0.079
≥0.077
−
−
≥0.086
−
−
−
0.109 ± 0.008
≥0.051
≥0.059
0.101
0.096
≥0.051
0.106
0.119
0.049 ± 0.003
601 ± 179
111 ± 25
138 ± 28
369
325
29 ± 4
1075
868
293 ± 85

−1d,rSA

Article

10.0 ± 2.9
≤1.2 (2)
≤1.6 (2)
6.5 ± 1.3
6.6 ± 1.1
≤0.61 (0.5)
14.0 ± 4.0
9.7 ± 2.6
7.6 ± 1.3

P
Kdock
S d
Kdock

coupling constantc
(KdUCG)cb (μM)
(KdUCG)ob (μM)
k2overall (×102 M−1 min−1)

Table 3. Rate and Equilibrium Constants for Individual Steps in the Tetrahymena Ribozyme Reaction for the WT and Mutant Ribozymesa

WT

kc (min−1)
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Figure 5. Differential effects on individual reaction steps from different mutations. (A−F) Reaction steps are labeled as in Scheme 1 and eq 4 and
determined as described in Results and Discussion and Materials and Methods. Table 3 contains the kinetic and thermodynamic values for each
individual reaction step, which are presented relative to the WT in this figure. The black dashed is drawn to guide the eye at the value of 1, which
represents no difference between the mutant and WT. Colors are as in Figure 1: WT (black), P13 mutants (L2.1 in dark green, L9.1 in pale green),
P14 mutants (L2 in brown, L5c in tan), MC/MCR mutant (blue), TL/TLR mutants (L5b in red-orange, J6a/b in light orange), and L9/P5 mutant
(purple). Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Na-MOPS (pH 6.9).

fold more tightly to the E·S closed complex than the open
complex (Scheme 1).66,69 This coupled binding indicates
cooperativity between guanosine binding and S docking.69 To
measure the effect of the mutations on coupling, we compared
the equilibrium dissociation constant for UCG binding to the
closed and open complexes, (KdUCG)c and (KdUCG)o, respectively.
In some instances, the inability to fully attain the closed
complex or the ability to obtain only limits for binding
constants necessitated additional analyses as described in
Measurement of UCG Affinities [(KdUCG)o and (KdUCG)c].
The closed complex of the TL/TLR mutants bound UCG
the same as WT, as was also observed in the open complex for
this mutant, indicating that coupling was unaffected (Figure
5D,E and Table 3). Coupling was also unaffected for the P13
mutant. This mutant bound UCG 2−3-fold weaker than WT
did in both the open complex (Figure 5C) and the closed
complex (Figure 5D,E and Table 3). The L9/P5 mutant
exhibited 12-fold weaker binding of UCG to the closed
complex than WT did; this (KdUCG)c value of 35 μM, combined
with the lower limit for the binding of UCG to this mutant in
the open complex [(KdUCG)o] of ≥250 μM, gives a lower limit of
7-fold coupling, which is within 2-fold of the 10-fold coupling

observed for WT herein. Although this mutation could, in
principle, strengthen coupling between guanosine binding and
docking, it is likely that the mutation of L9/P5 does not
strengthen coupling to a value greater than that of WT and has
an at most <2-fold deleterious effect on coupling.
For the P14 and MC/MCR mutants, the equilibrium
constant for UCG binding to the closed complex is an
apparent value [(KdUCG)capp] because the oligonucleotide
substrate that favors binding to the WT ribozyme in the closed
complex also significantly populates in the open complex for
S
these mutants [i.e., Kdock
is not much greater than 1 (Table 3
and Figure 5A)]. Thus, the measured values of (KdUCG)capp for
these mutants are not good measures of (KdUCG)c and cannot be
directly compared with (KdUCG)o values to provide a measurement of the extent of coupling (eq 4).
We therefore turned to two different means to determine the
coupling constants. First, we corrected for the amount of the
E·S complex not in the closed complex according to eq 5.
Second, we used an oligonucleotide S that docks ∼10-fold
stronger (S−5U) with the WT ribozyme (ref 70 and unpublished
results of S. Solomatin and D. Herschlag) to increase the
population of the P14 and MC/MCR mutants in the closed
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Figure 6. Weakened guanosine affinity of the L9/P5 mutant arises from slower binding. (A) pH dependence of (k c/KM)cG for the WT ribozyme
(filled symbols) and L9/P5 mutant (empty symbols), which measures the E·rSA 5 + G → P reaction. Fits to all of the data shown using eq 6 give
maximal values for (kc/KM)cG of 5.9 × 104 and 2.8 × 103 M−1 min−1 for the WT and L9/P5 mutant ribozymes, respectively, and apparent pK a values
of 7.2 and 7.3 for the WT and L9/P5 mutant ribozymes, respectively. Circles and squares represent independent trials with 200 nM ribozyme, and
triangles represent data obtained with 1 μM ribozyme. (B) The pH dependence of the E·−1d,rSA5 + G → P reaction is log linear for the WT (●)
and L9/P5 mutant (□) ribozymes. Data were fit to eq 7 and give pK a values of ≥9.4 and ≥9.3 for the WT and L9/P5 mutant ribozymes,
respectively. The concentration of G in the reaction mixture was subsaturating: 10 μM G (WT) and 300 μM G (L9/P5). The ribozyme
concentration was 50 nM and saturating with respect to S. Reaction conditions: 5 °C, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM buffer (see Materials and Methods for
buffer identities).

complex. These methods gave consistent values for coupling of
4−6- and 2−3-fold for the P14 and MC/MCR mutants,
respectively {Table 3; see Measurement of UCG Affinities
[(KdUCG)o and (KdUCG)c]}. These values correspond to 2−3- and
4-fold losses of coupling (Figure 5E) for the P14 and MC/
MCR mutants, respectively, suggesting that the P14 and MC/
MCR mutations are detrimental to both docking and coupling.
The Tertiary Mutations Have No Effect on the Formation
of the P9.0 Helix. P9.0 is a 2 bp helix formed between
nucleotides G313 and A314 of the ribozyme and the 5′nucleotides of UCG. This helix formation allows UCG to bind
∼30-fold stronger to the ribozyme than G does,57,58,68,101 and
that property has been utilized herein to more accurately
measure and compare the guanosine affinities of the long-range
tertiary contact mutants. The values of (KdUCG)o for all of the
mutants except L9/P5 are within 2−3-fold of the value for the
WT ribozyme, suggesting that P9.0 is formed in these mutants.
The weaker binding of UCG to the L9/P5 mutant [≥250 μM
(Table 3)] could arise from compromised P9.0 formation or
from an effect on the guanosine binding site itself.
To determine whether P9.0 formation was compromised,
equilibrium binding constants for G and UCG were compared,
as equal affinities would suggest the absence of P9.0 formation.
An oligonucleotide substrate that favors the closed complex in
the WT was used as it increases guanosine affinity, allows
saturation of the enzyme to be approached with G and UCG
for the weak-binding L9/P5 mutant, and gives more accurate
binding constants for the other mutants. The WT ribozyme
bound UCG 30-fold stronger than G, consistent with previous
measurements,57,58,68,101 and all of the mutants, including L9/
P5, exhibited 20−40-fold stronger UCG binding (Table S4 and
Figure S4 of the Supporting Information), strongly suggesting
that P9.0 is formed in the mutants and not significantly
perturbed by deletion of any of the long-range tertiary contacts.
Slower Binding Causes the Weakened Guanosine Affinity
of the L9/P5 Mutant. Previous studies have shown that the
WT ribozyme binds guanosine with a second-order rate
constant of 4 × 105 M−1 min−1, ∼105-fold slower than
diffusion.54 The slow binding of guanosine was suggested to

stem from a necessary rearrangement of base triples of the
guanosine binding site to accommodate guanosine.38,54 The
L9/P5 tertiary contact is in the proximity of the guanosine
binding site (Figure 1), and mutation of this contact weakens
guanosine binding by approximately 10-fold (Figure 5D and
Table 3). To test whether the weakened binding of guanosine
to the L9/P5 mutant was due to still slower G binding, we
G
measured the association rate constant for G (kon
).
In the WT ribozyme, the association rate constant for G
G
binding (kon
) is rate-limiting above pH 7 for the reaction of the
E·S complex with free G [(kc/KM)cG] when the oligonucleotide
substrate used has all-ribose nucleotides that favor the closed
complex and a fast chemical step (rSA5 in Table 1).54 In other
words, as the pH increases, the rate of the chemical step
increases log linearly because of the deprotonation of the
guanosine nucleophile, and the chemical step becomes
sufficiently fast such that G binding becomes rate-limiting
G
instead of the chemical step.54 To test if (kon
) for the L9/P5
mutant is compromised relative to WT, (k c/KM)cG was
determined over a range of pH values. The reactions were
conducted at 5 °C because the high guanosine-independent
reactivity of the L9/P5 mutant rendered the overall reactions
too fast for manual measurements at 30 °C [see Measurement
G
of the Association Rate Constant of Guanosine (kon
)]. The
G
pH−rate profiles for (kc/KM)c of the WT ribozyme are similar
at 4 and 30 °C.54
Figure 6A shows the pH dependence of (kc/KM)cG for the
WT and L9/P5 mutant ribozymes. For both, the pH
dependence levels off above pH 7, but the mutant levels off
at a maximal rate constant ∼20-fold lower than the WT does,
suggesting that slower binding of guanosine has become ratelimiting for the L9/P5 mutant. As a control, the pH
dependence of the (E·*S)c + G → P reaction was followed
using a subsaturating concentration of G for WT and the L9/
P5 mutant and a closed complex substrate, −1d,rSA5, which
decreases the rate of the chemical step by ∼1000-fold
compared to that of the all-ribose substrate for the WT. 55
The substrate −1d,rSA5 is expected to slow the rate of the
chemical step for the L9/P5 mutant as for WT because the
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effect of the L9/P5 mutation on the rate of the chemical step is
small (Table 3). The slower chemical step in both the L9/P5
mutant and WT ribozymes should be rate-limiting in the
(E·*S)c + G → P reaction and display a log linear pH
dependence until the pKa (pKa ≥ 10) of the guanosine
nucleophile is approached.66 As expected, the pH dependence
for both ribozymes remains log linear with a slope of 1 until pH
values of ≥9 are approached, consistent with the chemical step
being rate-limiting over the pH range of 5.9−9 (Figure 6B).
The small deviation from linearity in this control reaction
around pH 9 is consistent with alkaline denaturation of the
ribozyme71 and does not affect the conclusions drawn at and
above pH 7 for the all-ribose substrate.
G
Thus, the kon
value for the L9/P5 mutant is ∼20-fold slower
than that for the WT ribozyme, accounting for all of the
observed 12-fold guanosine binding deficit for the L9/P5
mutant compared to WT (Table 3). The decreased rate of
association of G with the L9/P5 mutant suggests that the
structure of the guanosine binding site in L9/P5 mutant is
altered compared to that of the WT ribozyme such that the
number of productive guanosine-binding encounters is ∼20fold lower than the number in WT. Hydroxyl radical
footprinting data in the sections below also suggest that
structural alterations near the guanosine binding site arise from
the L9/P5 mutation (see Structural Insights into Functional
Effects of the Peripheral Mutations and Figure 8E).
The Mutations Do Not Significantly Affect the Reaction of
Bound Substrates. To assess the roles of the long-range
tertiary contacts in the chemical step, we monitored the rate
constant for the cleavage of S from the ternary complex (k c)
using saturating UCG concentrations and an oligonucleotide
substrate that favors the closed complex. As noted previously
for measurements of (KdUCG)capp, the values of kc for the MC/
MCR and P14 mutants are apparent values (kcapp) because these
ribozymes may be reacting partially from the open complex
S
[Kdock
(Table 3 and Figure 5A)]. This effect is less severe than
in the case of (KdUCG)capp because bound UCG increases the
population of the ribozyme that is docked (see Coupling
between S and G Is Weakened by Ablation of P14 or MC/
MCR). Nevertheless, all long-range tertiary contact mutants
have kc or kcapp values that are within 2-fold of that of the WT
ribozyme (Table 3 and Figure 5F), suggesting that once both S
and G are bound, the chemical step proceeds with a transition
state similar to that for the WT ribozyme. The L9/P5 mutation
has a small (2-fold) effect on the rate of the chemical step.
The Effects on the Individual Reaction Steps Account
for the Effect on Overall Reactivity. The overall reaction of
eq 10 starts from the (E·S)o complex and free UCG and
monitors UCG binding, S docking, and the chemical step
(Scheme 1 and k2overall in Table 3). The thermodynamic cycle in
Scheme 1 dictates that the overall reaction can be expressed in
terms of either of two reaction pathways shown in eqs 11 and
12, with either UCG binding or S docking occurring first. Thus,
the value of k2overall can be expressed as a product of the
individual rate constants from these schemes, as shown in eq
13. For a single substrate, this equation must hold, and
evaluating it would provide an estimate of the accuracy of the
individual measurements. Because we have used different
substrates to follow different reaction steps, assessing the
congruence of the left and right sides of eq 13 for WT and the
mutants provides an additional check on the assumption that
the modifications used to favor or disfavor S docking or slow
the chemical step do not have additional, unrecognized effects

Figure 7. Individually determined rate and equilibrium constants for
the tertiary contact mutants account for the measured overall effect of
the mutations. The effects on the individual reaction steps for each
mutant are expected to match the effect on the overall (E·S) o + UCG
→ product reaction as measured by k2overall, according to eqs 10−13
(see The Effects on the Individual Reaction Steps Account for the
Effect on Overall Reactivity). Here we plot the values of k2overall for the
mutants relative to the WT, such that values greater than 1 correspond
to deleterious effects. The black circle for WT, then, has relative values
of 1 by definition, and the dashed line represents a perfect correlation
with a slope of 1 between the observed and calculated effects. The
values used in calculating the overall rate constant from the individual
steps are from Table 3 and are listed in Table S2 of the Supporting
Information. Colors represent the different mutants and are as defined
in Figure 1: P13 mutants (L2.1 in dark green, L9.1 in pale green), P14
mutants (L2 in brown, L5c in tan), MC/MCR mutant (blue), TL/
TLR mutants (L5b in red-orange, J6a/b in light orange), and L9/P5
mutant (purple). Reaction conditions: 30 °C, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM
Na-MOPS (pH 6.9).

outside of those that affect docking. Considerable prior work
supports this assumption for the WT ribozyme, and the
congruence of the values for the mutant ribozymes relative to
the WT (Figure 7) supports this assumption for the mutants.
(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)

The overall effects of the long-range tertiary contact
mutations range from none to 64-fold, with the majority of
the effect localized to an individual reaction step for the three
mutants that had the largest effects (Figure 5, Table 3, and
Table S2 of the Supporting Information). To learn more about
the origins of these effects, we turned to structural probing of
each of the mutants.
Structural Insights into Functional Effects of the
Peripheral Mutations. To determine the structural alterations from mutation of the long-range tertiary contacts, we
obtained hydroxyl radical protection patterns for each mutant.
Hydroxyl radical cleavage allowed us to monitor changes in
solvent accessibility between the mutant and WT ribozymes,106−108 and the results are summarized in Figure 8. As
expected, there were changes at and around the site of the
tertiary contact mutation in each case (Figure 8). Additional
changes for some of the mutants have allowed us to develop
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Figure 8. continued
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Figure 8. Hydroxyl radical footprinting of the tertiary contact mutants P13 (A), TL/TLR (B), P14 (C), MC/MCR (D), and L9/P5 (E). Hydroxyl
radical footprinting data [25 °C, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Na-MOPS (pH 6.9)] are relative to the WT ribozyme. Blue nucleotides represent regions of
the mutant ribozyme with an increased level of cleavage relative that of the WT ribozyme, and red nucleotides represent regions with a decreased
level of cleavage. Gray nucleotides represent regions of the mutant ribozyme for which there are no data. Dashed lines represent the long-range
tertiary contacts and are colored as in Figure 1: P13 (dark green), P14 (brown), MC/MCR (blue), TL/TLR (red-orange), and L9/P5 (purple). An
X on the dashed line indicates the tertiary contact ablated by mutation; the regions with mutations are denoted by thick black lines at the site of
mutation, and no regions of difference from WT are noted in this region because the lengths of the mutated and WT loops were different. The
mutation to ablate the MC/MCR contact is the same length as the WT contact so that these nucleotides may be directly compared, and cleavage
differences from WT within the mutation itself are noted for this mutant. For the P13, P14, and TL/TLR tertiary contact mutants, two footprinting
results are shown because each side of the tertiary contact was mutated and probed for structure (e.g., L2.1 or L9.1 was mutated in the case of P13).
Nucleotides with known functional roles are colored and denoted as in Figure 1. The internal guide sequence, which binds to the oligonucleotide
substrate (not shown) to form the P1 duplex, is colored red. Regions of the ribozyme known to be involved in tertiary interactions with P1 are
shown in red boxes. Regions boxed in gray are part of the guanosine binding site. G264 directly hydrogen bonds to the guanosine nucleophile and is
shown in bold.

L9/P5 Mutant. This mutant has a 12-fold decreased affinity
for guanosine relative to that of the WT, which is attributed to
slower guanosine binding (Figures 5 and 6 and Table 3). The
guanosine binding site is located in P7 (Figure 1), and P7
shows changes in hydroxyl radical protections upon mutation
of L9/P5 (Figure 8E and Figure S17 of the Supporting
Information), suggesting that the L9/P5 long-range tertiary
contact is integral to forming the guanosine binding site. For
the WT ribozyme, binding of guanosine is 5 orders of
magnitude slower than diffusive binding,54 and this observation
has led to a model in which the triple helices above and below
the guanosine binding site collapse in the absence of bound
guanosine such that guanosine binding can only occur from
transient “open” states (Figure 10).38 The L9/P5 contact might
“pull on” or “torque” the P7 helix with its associated base triples
to favor the open state that can bind guanosine (Figures 9 and
10). This change in the conformation of P7 in the absence of
the L9/P5 contact could also cause a conformational
rearrangement of the 3′-end of J8/7. J8/7 is connected to P7
(Figure 9) and also shows changes in hydroxyl radical
protection patterns in the L9/P5 mutant (Figure 8E).
Interestingly, crystal structures of Azoarcus and Twort group I
introns also show L9 forming a long-range tertiary contact with
the P4−P5−P6 helical stack (Figure 11), and analogous P9/L9
motifs are found in most group I introns, suggesting that a
tertiary contact involving L9 could be a general strategy for
increasing guanosine affinity.39,42
It is also possible that some or all of the effect on guanosine
binding could be transmitted through P9.1a and J9.1/9.1a, as

models for the communication between the periphery and
catalytic core.
Limited and Local Changes in the P13 and TL/TLR
Mutants. The P13 and TL/TLR mutants showed limited
changes beyond the sites of mutation (Figure 8A,B and Figures
S11−S14 of the Supporting Information), consistent with the
small functional effects from these mutants (Figure 5 and Table
3). A small increase in solvent exposure was observed in P7 for
the P13 mutants as was previously seen for a construct without
the P9.1 and P9.2 helices,107 consistent with the phylogeny
model that positions the P9.1a helix over the P7 helix in the
folded structure (Figure 9).40 For the single TL/TLR mutant
that had mutations to J6a/b, there was an observed decrease in
the level of protection of J3/4. The affected residues have been
suggested to make interdomain interactions that connect the
P4−P5−P6 helical stack to the P3−P7−P8 helical stack (Figure
9).24,33,39
Stronger Structural Effects of the P14, MC/MCR, and L9/
P5 Mutations Correlate with Larger Functional Effects. The
P14, MC/MCR, and L9/P5 mutations, which exhibit larger
functional effects of 20−70-fold overall (Table 3 and Table S2
of the Supporting Information), had more extensive structural
changes at positions away from the site of tertiary contact
mutation (Figure 8C−E and Figures S10 and S15−S17 of the
Supporting Information). These changes suggest possible
routes of allosteric coupling between spatially distinct regions
of the RNA. Below we suggest models for relating these
structural changes to the observed functional effects.
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both P14 and MC/MCR mutants (Figure 8C,D and Figures
S10, S15, and S16 of the Supporting Information). In the
simplest model, docking is weakened in the P14 and MC/MCR
mutants by conformational changes in or reorientation of J8/7.
Alternative Models for the Effects of the MC/MCR Mutant
on Docking. The MC/MCR mutant, which gives the larger
docking effect, shows changes in the hydroxyl radical protection
patterns of J3/4 and J6/7, in addition to the J8/7 changes
(Figure 8D and Figure S10 of the Supporting Information).
These junction regions form base triples with P6 (J3/4) and P4
(J6/7 and J8/7)24,32,33,39,111,112 and have been suggested to
orient the P4−P5−P6 and P3−P7−P8 helical stacks relative to
each other (Figure 9).31,39,111,112 The metal core (MC) of the
MC/MCR contact also contacts P4, where the metal core
receptor (MCR) is located.24,113 Its ablation could alter or
disrupt the P4 triples with J8/7 and/or J6/7 (Figure 9),
misorient the P4 helix itself or P4−P5−P6 helical stack relative
to the P3−P7−P8 helical stack, and thereby misalign tertiary
contacts in the P1 docking site, causing the observed 20-fold
docking effect. Interestingly, disruption of the J8/7 to P4 base
triple was previously shown to weaken docking by ∼50-fold
relative to that of the WT ribozyme.31
J6/7 could also be involved in the weaker docking of P1
observed for the MC/MCR mutant. Of the group I introns that
contain the same J6/7 nucleotides as the Tetrahymena
ribozyme, phylogenetic evidence suggests that ∼80% contain
the MC/MCR contact itself, suggesting a potential functional
link between J6/7 and the MC/MCR contact.39 A functional
link is further suggested in a study in which functional effects
from deletion of MC/MCR can be partially rescued by
replacement of the base triples formed by J6/7 and P4 with
analogous base triples from the Azoarcus group I intron, which
does not have a MC/MCR contact.91 In summary, either J6/7
or J8/7 could contribute to the misorientation of P4 itself or
the P4−P5−P6 helical stack relative to the P3−P7−P8 helical
stack and, hence, the misalignment of P1 docking interactions
within the MC/MCR tertiary contact mutant.
Alternative Models for How the P14 Mutations Affect
Docking. The P14 mutant shows changes in the hydroxyl
radical protection patterns in P2.1 and J2.1/3 in addition to J8/
7 (Figure 8C and Figures S15 and S16 of the Supporting
Information), and J2.1/3 has been suggested from mutational
studies to form contacts with the rest of the molecule.48,114
Changes in J2.1/3 could propagate to the 5′-end of P3, which
forms a base triple with U300 at the 5′-end of J8/7 (Figure
9).115 If this base triple were disrupted, U300 could be
misoriented, and the docking interaction between U300 and a
specific 2′-OH group in the P1 duplex38 could be disrupted and
give the observed 5-fold docking effect in the P14 mutants
(Figure 5B and Table 3). Mutation of the 2′-OH to a 2′-H in
the P1 duplex that interacts with U300 gives a 4-fold effect on
docking.64 If the docking effect is propagated through J2.1/3, it
might seem that mutation of P13 should also affect docking;
however, if P2.1 were held in place by contacts with the rest of
the molecule, such as nearby P8,40 disruption of the P13
contact might not affect the conformation of J2.1/3. Indeed, no
change in the J2.1/3 protection is observed for the P13 mutants
(Figure 8A).
In perhaps the simplest possible model, disruption of the P14
tertiary contact could also increase the conformational entropy
of the undocked P1, through J1/2 that connects P1 and P2
(Figure 1), and, hence, increase the entropic cost for docking.

Figure 9. Cylinder and line cartoon of the tertiary connectivity within
the WT ribozyme. The regions that make up the conserved P4−P5−
P6 and P3−P7−P8 helical stacks are colored dark gray as in Figure 1.
The light gray peripheral elements are connected by tertiary
interactions that are colored as in Figures 1 and 8: P13 mutants
(L2.1 in dark green, L9.1 in olive green), P14 mutants (L2 in brown,
L5c in tan), MC/MCR mutant (blue), TL/TLR mutants (L5b in redorange, J6a/b in light orange), and L9/P5 mutant (purple). The MC/
MCR and L9/P5 tertiary interactions are denoted by the colored
region touching the point of tertiary contact. Helices, long-range
tertiary contacts, and selected junctions are numbered and labeled as
in Figure 1; single-stranded regions and regions that form noncanonical interactions (loops and junctions) are shown as lines.
Junctions within the core of the ribozyme form base triples that have
been suggested to orient the P4−P5−P6 and P3−P7−P8 helical stacks
relative to each other. These junctions are colored (J3/4 in dark blue,
J6/7 in light green, J8/7 in red), and junction nucleotides that form
the base triple with the helix are shown as a thin slab and colored the
same color as their corresponding junctions. J7/9 (black) is shown as a
line with the two unpaired nucleotides that form P9.0 upon binding of
UCG. The base triples shown in P7 are the two “bottom” base-triples
of the guanosine binding site as shown in Figure 10. For the sake of
clarity, the P1 helix is not shown and the angle between the P4−P5−
P6 and P3−P7−P8 helical stacks has been altered from what is seen in
the X-ray crystal structure.24

there are also changes in their protection patterns in the L9/P5
mutant. P9.1a and J9.1/9.1a likely sit in the proximity of P7 and
may contact it (Figure 9).40 In addition, there is a small but
significant change in P9.1a and P7 protection for both P13
mutants (Figure 8A), and these mutants have a small 2-fold
effect on guanosine binding (Figure 5C,D and Table 3). An
analogous contact of P7 with a peripheral helix is possible in the
Twort group I intron, which has peripheral helices P7.1 and
P7.2 that sit in the proximity of P7 (Figure 11).26 While the
Azoarcus group I intron lacks an analogous P7−peripheral
element contact, it contains a helix−internal loop−helix motif
(a kink−turn motif) between P7 and P9.25,109,110 A structured
kink−turn motif could allow L9 to induce the open state of the
P7 helix in lieu of contact between P7 and a peripheral element.
Possible Structural Origins for Docking Effects from the
P14 and MC/MCR Mutants. Both the P14 and MC/MCR
mutants affect docking by 5- and 20-fold, respectively (Figure
5B and Table 3). J8/7 and J4/5 directly interact with the
docked P1 helix (Figures 1 and 9),38,48,50 and changes in
hydroxyl radical footprinting are seen in J8/7, but not J4/5, for
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Figure 10. Model in which the open state of the guanosine binding site is more favorable when the L9/P5 contact is present. (A) The collapsed
guanosine binding site is presumably favored for the WT ribozyme54 and is favored 20-fold more in the L9/P5 mutant (Figure 6A). (B) Space-filling
models of open and collapsed states of the guanosine binding site. The model for the open state has a pocket for guanosine, but in the model for the
collapsed state, the upper triple (purple) collapses into the pocket. While two discrete states are represented, each of the states is likely highly
dynamic. As guanosine binding is very slow for the WT ribozyme, the guanosine binding site presumably exists in predominantly collapsed states in
the absence of G, and this preference is enhanced by the L9/P5 mutation. The open guanosine binding sites are from the X-ray crystal structure of
the Tetrahymena group I intron24 and are shown with the base triples above (purple) and below (green and red) the guanosine binding site where
guanosine (orange) forms a base triple to the blue base pair in the P7 helix. The model for the collapsed guanosine binding site shows the upper base
triple (purple) collapsed to sterically block the guanosine binding site. This collapsed site was created from the same X-ray structure as the open
guanosine binding site using Assemble to alter the position of the upper base triple. 125

■

Coupled or Independent Effects of the P14 and MC/MCR
Mutations? For the MC/MCR mutant, the P14 contact
unexpectedly exhibited changes in its hydroxyl radical
protection pattern (Figure 8D). Alone, these structural data
might suggest a coupling between these structural elements, but
contrary to this expectation, ablation of P14 did not result in an
increased level of cleavage from hydroxyl radicals in the MC/
MCR tertiary contact (Figure 8C). Further, a functional double
mutant cycle with the P14, MC/MCR, and P14 and MC/MCR
mutations revealed additive energetic effects (unpublished
results), providing further evidence against structural and
functional coupling. Thus, the simplest model to account for
the hydroxyl radical cleavage changes in P14 upon MC/MCR
mutation is a reoriented but still intact P14 contact, possibly
effected through interactions of the MC/MCR contact with
J5b/5c or L5c itself that were suggested on the basis of X-ray
crystallographic data.24,113
An L9/P5 Effect in J8/7. Another surprising change in
protection was in J8/7 of the L9/P5 mutant (Figure 8E and
Figure S17 of the Supporting Information). For the MC/MCR
and P14 mutants, changes in J8/7 cleavage could be attributed
to conformational changes in J8/7 or the P4−P5−P6 helical
stack that could lead to the observed weakening of docking
(Figure 5E and Table 3). Because the L9/P5 mutant shows no
significant change in docking behavior compared to that of the
WT ribozyme (Figure 5A,B and Table 3), we suggest that the
protection change in J8/7, at least for this mutant and possibly
the other mutants, may arise from an increased level of solvent
exposure of J8/7 and not a conformational rearrangement of
J8/7 that might hinder docking.

IMPLICATIONS

We have monitored the contributions of five long-range tertiary
contacts of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme to stability,
catalysis, and structure. Each of the long-range tertiary contacts
decreases the stability of the RNA fold. Once the RNA is
folded, three of the five long-range tertiary contacts have
additional roles in catalysis. The P14 and MC/MCR tertiary
contacts contribute to the docking step and to coupling
between binding of guanosine and docking of the oligonucleotide substrate. In contrast, the L9/P5 tertiary contact modulates
the intron’s affinity for guanosine. As there are no direct
contacts between these tertiary elements and the substrates,
these functional roles must be mediated by structural
communication between the periphery of the RNA and
functional sites in the catalytic core. The ability of RNA’s
tertiary contacts to modulate the structure and function of
catalytic sites from afar is analogous to the way allosteric
proteins are coupled from one distal site to another through
non-active site residues.8,20,21,116
Our structure mapping results for the tertiary contact
mutants, combined with prior structural and mutational data
(see Structural Insights into Functional Effects of the Peripheral
Mutations and references cited therein), provide initial models
for the origins of this communication. For example, guanosine
binds via the formation of a base triple that is sandwiched
between two other base triples within P7 (Figure 10).
Interestingly, the isolated guanosine binding site (P7, covalently
attached to P9.0 and G) can bind a covalently tethered
guanosine in the absence of the rest of the ribozyme.117,118
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varying its two peripheral helices and the tertiary contact that
connects them.34 In the Tetrahymena ribozyme, different longrange tertiary contacts facilitate different reaction steps and thus
exhibit distinct functional roles. This observation and the
different structural consequences of the individual mutations
suggest that the allosteric tertiary elements have modular effects
on ribozyme structure and function. Further exploration of
long-range RNA interactions will help reveal the properties of
the peripheral and core elements that allow their functional
communication.
Whereas there are many functional RNAs that contain
peripheral elements and long-range tertiary contacts, some
ribozymes are notably smaller, exhibiting compact structures
with few unpaired residues and highly stable folds.121,122 For
example, the 205-nucleotide Azoarcus group I ribozyme is 200
nucleotides smaller than the Tetrahymena ribozyme and has
only two long-range tertiary contacts,121 yet it can perform the
same reaction as the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme with similar
efficiency and do so at higher temperatures.123 The ∼90nucleotide hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme has a nested
double-pseudoknot structure formed from multiple strand
crossovers, with no other long-range tertiary interactions, 122
yet this fold can maintain activity in 8 M urea.124 It may be that
in certain biological milieus additional evolutionary pressures
drive the formation of these compact structures, or it may be
that RNA has two relatively equivalent solutions to its folding
problem, one that engages peripheral elements and one that
utilizes more local interaction networks. It will be fascinating to
learn more about the strengths and limitations of these
strategies used by RNA to attain active structures, how these
strategies have been exploited during evolution, and what
evolutionary circumstances may favor or disfavor these different
strategies and outcomes.

Figure 11. L9 tertiary contact to the P4−P5−P6 helical stack is
conserved in the Tetrahymena (missing P2−P2.1, P9.1−P9.2),
Azoarcus, and Twort group I introns. The L9 tertiary contact (purple)
sits above the guanosine binding site (blue). The guanosine
nucleophile (orange) hydrogen bonds the site and forms stacking
interactions with nucleotides sitting above and below it (Figure 10).
The conserved regions that make up the P4−P5−P6 and P3−P7−P8
helical stacks are colored dark gray as in Figure 1. The light gray
peripheral elements are connected by other tertiary interactions that
are colored green. For the sake of clarity, the P1 helix and P9.0 are not
shown, and nucleotides at the 3′-end of the crystallized
ribozymes24,26,27 are not shown (Tetrahymena, A410 and C411;
Azoarcus, A205; Twort, A248 and A249). The X-ray crystal structures
for the Tetrahymena,24 Azoarcus,27 and Twort26 ribozymes are from
Protein Data Bank entries 1X8W, 3BO2, and 1Y0Q, respectively.
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Docking and coupling constants for the P14 and MC/MCR
mutants, rate and equilibrium constants of the tertiary contact
mutants relative to those of the WT for both the overall
reaction and individual steps, the nucleotides used to monitor
folding of different regions of the WT and mutant ribozymes, G
and UCG binding curves for the mutant and WT ribozymes,
pH and Mg2+ dependencies of the G-independent reaction for
the L9/P5 mutant and WT ribozymes, a detailed procedure for
the analysis of the hydroxyl radical footprinting for the folded
RNAs, and nucleotide-by-nucleotide plots of the differences in
hydroxyl radical cleavage between each mutant and the WT
ribozyme. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.

Nevertheless, this site lacks many of the interactions present
within the folded ribozyme and is unlikely to robustly bind and
position exogenous guanosine on its own. Even within the
context of the ribozyme, guanosine association is several orders
of magnitude slower than diffusion, suggesting that the site
must rearrange to allow guanosine to bind.54 It appears that the
distal interaction of L9 with the P5 helix aids in opening this
binding site for guanosine entry. Thus, remote tertiary contacts
in RNA can allosterically communicate with the active site to
help fashion local structures and facilitate function.
Long-range tertiary contacts within RNA may also be used to
orient structural elements with respect to one another. Docking
of the P1 duplex requires the correct positioning of groups
located on the two central helical stacks of the catalytic
core.25,26,31,39,111,112 To position the docking interactions
correctly, the MC/MCR tertiary contact may be used to hold
the two central helical stacks in the correct orientation with
respect to one another. Other functional RNAs, including the
hammerhead ribozyme, VS ribozyme, and certain riboswitches,
also appear to use long-range tertiary contacts to orient their
helices relative to one another.34,36,119,120 The use of long-range
tertiary contacts to position helices and modulate function is
particularly evident for the hammerhead ribozyme, in which its
ligation and cleavage rates can be varied by 102−103-fold by
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